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Design Basics:
from The Non-Designers Design Book by Robin Williams
(adapted from a handout made by Patty Carroll)


Proximity:
Group elements together visually to imply or establish a relationship
For example: all the elements of an address should be visually grouped for
intellectual coherence


  Separate information visually to create units


  Group related items together to imply a relationship; items that are
  intellectually connected should also be visually connected


  Make the groupings into sets with headlings


  Let space help with the groupings


  If elements are not related, dont put them next to each other!


There are 5 main ways of grouping or organizing information:
  1. alphabetical


2. time: chronological
3. location; geographical
4. continuum; e.g. from best to worst
5. category; types of stuff


Alignment
Nothing should be placed on a page arbitrarily. Every item should have a visual 
connection with something else on the page to create unity.
Example: flush left, flush right, centered, justified, columns.


Text/typography Alignment:
Centered alignment: formal, often dull, hard to read for small text
Flush left: We read left to right, so most alignment is flush left
Flush right: Sometimes a list or navigation makes sense to line items up on the right 
to a line that divides one area from another.


Repetition
Repeat some aspect of the central design throughout the piece for consistency.
Example; using all the same font for headlines
Can use a portion of an element, or treat slightly differently


Contrast
If 2 items are different, make them really different! Be Bold!!!
Example: 12 pt type and 14 pt type are not enough contrast. 12 pt and 36pt are!


Not in the Book:


Hierarchy of Information
Organization of information into 3-5 units only
Use no more than 5 elements on a page for clarity. Use contrast


Example: use the concept of 3:
1. biggest element to gain attention (often an image)
2. secondary to tell story (often a large headline)
3. informative element that will further tell the entire story (often a grouping of text    
 giving secondary information; for example an address or where an event takes   
 place and when. 








WEEK TEN : Presentations of found Portfolio Sites + Intro to Javascript/XML Image 


Galleries (APRIL 5th)


I.  PRESENTATION of found Portfolio Sites.


II.  INTRODUCTION to Javascript and Flash Image Galleries:


 Simpleviewer and Autoviewer:  http://www.simpleviewer.net/products/


 


 Lightbox gallery  http://www.huddletogether.com/projects/lightbox2/


 Galleries in Photoshop, Lightroom, and Bridge


 Where to find things for free.


  Google   


  http://adobe.com/extensions


III.  TIPS FOR BUILDING YOUR GALLERY PAGES


 STEP 1.  Research gallery templates and look at examples.  When you decide on one download it  


 and read the instructions. 


 STEP 2.   Process your images.  What size will work best with your website?  Do you need to cre 


 ate thumbnails?  Save JPEGS from RAW, TIFF, or PSD files whenever possible.  JPEGS are “lossy,”  


 meaning everytime you save as a jpeg the image loses quality.


 STEP 3.  Create web page for gallery.


 STEP 4.  Put it all together.


         HOMEWORK on the back







HOMEWORK:  


Assignment 7: Make 2 layouts in photoshop of ideas for your (FINAL PROJECT) portfolio site.


 Make them different from each other. Save them as jpgs and print as phasers to present for feedback


 from the class. Upload jpgs to your homepage. DUE week 12, April 19th


Things to start thinking about:


 What kinds of pages do you want on your site?  Bio, resume, links, etc?


 Should you Blog?  Twitter?  Facebook?  Linkedin?


Next week we will be going over how to purchase domain name and hosting packages. If you would like to 


bring your credit card, we will walk through the process together.


 








Web Rules: Not to be broken
(adapted from a handout made by Patty Carroll)


1. No spaces, special characters, slashes, hyphens, capitals, or anything other than 
an underscore for names to be used on the web. This includes all images, pages, 
and anything you can think of. The only place that you can use a space, is in actual 
body copy and a title. 


2. All items in the site are in one folder: pages and images must be in one “root” 
folder. You can have pages in a folder, images in a folder, but all must be inside the 
root folder.


3. The first page: 
 1. Must be called “index.html” 


 2. Must be in the root folder, not buried in another folder inside the root   
 folder. It is what the browser looks for when going to your site. Other pages  
 can be in folders, but not the index page.


4. The key to fast loading websites is “small.” This includes images that are 
optimized to their most efficient size, pages that are not bloated with code, and 
why we use CSS. 


When you print an image, generally you want it to have as many pixels as 
possible to avoid pixilation or other artifacts. Images on the web are only seen 
onscreen, which has a resolution of 72 ppi. Therefore, you want to optimize your 
images for the fastest loading, but best quality for the screen. 





